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With the assistance of a First Principles research based on density functional theory, 

electronic and optical characteristics of the LiMg1-xYxN (Y = Ag, Cu, Mn, Zn) are 

examined. The influence of magnetic (Mn, Zn) and non-magnetic (Ag, Cu) dopants 

without and with nitrogen vacancies (VN) on the electronic and optical characteristics of 

optimized LiMgN is investigated by determining the contribution of each atom towards 

charge redistribution. The isosurface charge density and integrated charge density plots 

depicted the development of conduction filaments. Electronic properties showed best 

conductivity that makes the studied composites vibrantly useful for resistive switching 

memory applications. The optical analysis showed that considered composite possess 

conductivity and absorptivity in a wide range of incident photon energies with their 

nominal reflectivity. The least formation energy and greatest conductivity observed in 

LiMgN-Mn-VN proved it to be the most stable. Entire analyses portray that considered 

compounds are potential candidates for applications in optoelectronic devices. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Data storage has exploded in response to the emergence of the information age and the 

rapid advancement of the internet, and traditional storage techniques are unable to keep up 

requirements [1]. In Non-volatile memory (NVM) devices, flash memory is now the most common 

product. Continuous growth, on the other hand, will eventually bring it to its physical limits, 

resulting in retention degradation and serious reliability concerns. As a result, several new 

technologies are expected to replace flash memory in near future [2]. Optoelectronic memristors 

have a lot of potential as a next-generation storage device since they use a combination of optical 

and electrical ways to monitor the resistive switching (RS). The possible application of the 

resistive switching (RS) effect in the next generation non-volatile memory, disclosed as resistive 

random-access memory (RRAM), prompted a surge in study a few years ago [1]. The most recent 

advancement in RRAM has brought the production of highly competent gadgets to the forefront. 

The metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structure is the most common memristor configuration [2]. The 

structure compromises as insulating layer is sandwich among two metal electrodes. The metals 

used as electrodes might be active (Ag, Ni, and Cu) or inert (Au, Pt and Pd). The resistive 

switching (RS) material sandwiched between these two electrodes is usually transition metal 

oxides (TMOs) and rare earth oxides [3]. The basic principle of RRAM work on high resistance 

state(HRS) and low resistance state(LRS)[4]. Due to lot of advantages to use semiconductor to 

improve conductivity of RRAM many investigations are done on this [5].The Nowatny Juza  
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phases A
I
 B

II
 C

V
 by means of A

I
 = Li, Ag, Cu; B

II
 = Be, Mg, Cd, Zn and C

V
= N, P, Sb, As, Bi 

stand acknowledged extensive band gap semiconductors [6, 7]. A
I
 B

III
 C

IV
 for example LiAlSi [8] 

and LiGaSi [9] and A
II
 B

II
 C

IV
 phases e.g. Mg2Si [10] as well fit in this group are also a 

semiconductor. Band gaps for these composite LiZnN, LiMgP and LiMgN are reported earlier [6, 

11 and 12]. The crystal structure and band gaps of LiMgX compounds have been the topic of 

several investigations [13–17]. N.Safikah et. al. calculated the electronic and optical properties of 

LiMgN half heusler (HH) alloy [5]. Kalarasse et. al. have looked at the linear optical 

characteristics [18] of LiMgX. Bacewiczet. al. and Kuriyama et. al. produced a variety of 

semiconductors, including LiZnP, LiCdP, LiZnAs, LiZnN, LiMgP, LiMgAs and LiMgN evaluated 

their lattice characteristics and band gap nature in theoretical investigations [14]. Recently our 

group studied electro-optical of XYZ (X = Li; Na and K, Y = Mg, Z = N; P; As; Sb and Bi) inside 

full-potential linearized augmented plane wave [19].Many studies show that dopants (metal ions) 

with and without oxygen vacancies improve the performance of non-volatile RRAM systems 

[20].Doping is thought to be a good technique to improve RRAM performance [21]. 

In this study electronic and optical property of cubic LiMgN is investigated. This study is 

aimed to investigate the impact of substitutional dopants (Ag, Cu, Mn, Zn) in place Mg and 

dopants and nitrogen vacancies (VN) on LiMgN. Electronic and optical characteristics are 

examined in order to calculate the suitability of the studied composites for designing efficient 

RRAM devices. The investigated LiMgN are expected to have interesting uses in photo responsive 

memristors and related devices. 

 
 

2. Computational methodology 
 

Super cell of cubic LiMgN represent in Figure 1(a) is made then dopants was doped in 

place of one atom of Mg, coupled with a single nitrogen vacancy, after confirmation of LiMgN 

charge filament generation behavior. The formation energies, isosurface charge density, 

electronic density of states (DOS), partial electronic density of states (PDOS) and integrated 

charge density were performed using generalized gradient approximation (GGA) along with 

Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) functional with the help of Vienna ab initio simulation 

package (VASP) [22-25], based on density functional theory. Hubbard parameter values of 2.0 

eVand 2.5 eV were used for Ag and Cu respectively. For computations, the valence electron 

configurations ofLi 2s
1
,Mg3s

2
, N2s

2
2p

3
, Ag4d 

10 
5s

1
,Cu 

3
d

10
4s

1
, Mn3d 

5
4s

2
, Zn3d

10
4s

2
were used. 

Plane-waves with cut-off energy of 410 eV were used to guide the convergence tests for total 

energy of the system with regard to electron wave functions. The ionic positions, cell volume and 

lattice parameters of the system were fully relaxed with conjugate gradient (CG) method until 

Hellmann Feynman forces became smaller than 0.02 eV/Å. While, the  energy convergence 

criteria were met possibly at 1×10
-5

 eV [24, 25]. The most popular scheme for these calculations 

was Monkhorst Pack (MP) [26, 27] which was applied for k-point sampling. The MP grid was 

chosen to be 8×8×8 for whole calculations. Moreover, stability approximation of optimized 

structures is assessed by overall formation energy (∆E) of undoped and doped systems as given in 

Figure 1(b).The ∆E of the doped LiMg1-xYxN (Y=Ag, Cu, Mn and Zn) and LiMg1-xYxN-VN 

(Y=Ag, Cu, Mn and Zn) lattice are calculated by means of subsequent equation [28, 29]. 

 
  ∆𝐸=Etot(𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑒) − 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒) − 𝐸tot(𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡)(1) 

 

In formation energy calculations negative sign is signifying that studied composites are 

energetically stable and can be organized experimentally with ease [30, 31]. The calculated results 

show that the whole formation energy for LiMgN-Mn-VN is comparatively smaller than all other 

studied composites. This reveals that the LiMgN-Mn-VN system is comparatively more stable.  
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Fig. 1. (a) Represent pure LiMgN, here purple color represents Li atom, orange color represents Mg 

atoms and green color represents N atoms and (b) Represent Formation energy of all composites. 

 

 

3. Electronic properties 
 

The distribution of the electrons is inspected with help of calculations of isosurface charge 

density, integrated charge density and density of states (DOS). DOS verses energy plots shown in 

Figure 2, here blue dashed line shows the Fermi level (EF) which is lying at 0 eV. The right side of 

EF is conduction band (CB) and left side of EF shows Valance band (VB). DOS plots of all 

composite shown in Figure 2, using GGA+PBE approach are analyzed. In case of pure LiMgN 

(Figure 2(a)) observed band gap is 2.4 eV. Same band gap of LiMgN was reported earlier by N. 

Safikahet.al.[5]. In case of all doped composites the CB minima is shifted towards low energy 

region of CB but this shift is maximum in case of LiMgN-Mn. In case of dopant +VNCB minima is 

also shifted towards low energy region of CB as well as defect states also appear near the Fermi 

level due to vacancy of nitrogen atom. But this shift is maximum in case of LiMgN-Mn-VN 

composite (Figure 2(f)).It is observed that dopant without and with VN decreases the band gap. But 

this reduction in band gap is comparatively larger in case of LiMgN-Mn-VN (Figure 2(f)).Hence 

conductivity of whole system is increased by Mn doping and Mn doping with VN leading to 

resistance transition from insulating to conducting behavior and take great part in directly 

generating conduction filament. Presence of localized states in the occupied/unoccupied part 

VB/CB is a manifestation of good electronic mobility. This makes our doped systems essential in 

the field of electronic devices. 
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Fig. 2. DOS of (a-c) composite LiMg1-xYxN (Y= Ag, Cu, Mn, and Zn) and (d-f) LiMg1-xYxN-VN (Y= 

Ag, Cu, Mn, and Zn). Dashed line (blue) representing Fermi level (EF) with left and right side of EF 

representing VB and CB region respectively. 

 

 

4. Charge density 
Isosurface charge density difference for LiMg1-xYxN (Y = Ag, Cu, Mn, Zn) is calculated 

as: 

 
∇𝜌 = 𝜌𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 − (𝜌𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 +  𝜌𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡)                                   (2) 

 

Here∇𝜌, 𝜌𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒,𝜌𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒and 𝜌𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡is charge density difference, 

charge density of doped and undoped respectively. Figure 3, 4 and 5 show the isosurface plots of 

the doped and doped+VN LiMgN. Purple, orange and green colored atoms represent Li, Mg and N 
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atoms respectively. Integrated planar charge density along z-axis normal to (x, y) plane has also 

been computed for confirmation of charge redistribution for a more thorough understanding of 

dopant function with different charge states. With the aid of this equation, we evaluated the 

periodic geometry of a super cell in the (x, y) plane and averaged the density over the (x, y) plane 

[32]. 

 

𝜌(𝑧) = ∫ 𝜌(𝑟)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦                    (3) 

 

Integrated charge density as a function of distance in the z direction is given in Figures 3, 

4 and 5. Charge accumulation and depletion are represented by up and down humps, respectively. 

In integrated planer charge density plot the positive shift of charge density exposed charge 

accumulation with charge depletion (negative shift). Bhaskar Chilukuri et. al. used identical sort of 

description aimed at their planar charge density as well as iso-surface charge density results [33].In 

Figure 3(a), positive value of integrated charge density is representing charge accumulation in case 

of LiMgN-VN. This charge accumulation is also confirmed by Isosurface charge density 

representing accumulation of charge around VN(Figure 3(b)).This behavior is also observed from 

defect states in band gap region of DOS calculation in Figure 2 (d). 

 

      
 

Fig. 3. (a) Integrated planer charged density and (b) Isosurface charge density plots of composite 

LiMgN-VN. Where purple, orange and green balls represent Li, Mg and N atoms, while yellow color 

represent charge accumulation. 

 

 

Figure 4(a) represents isosurface charge density of LiMgN-Ag. Depletion of charge 

around dopant is observed in this case which is also confirmed from integrated planner charge 

density (green line) in Figure 4(b).Red line in Figure 4(b) shows that comparatively larger amount 

of charge is depleted by Cu atom in case of LiMgN-Cu. This depletion of charge around dopant is 

also confirmed from isosurface charge density given in Figure 4(c).Non-magnetically doped 

LiMgN with vacancy of nitrogen atom gives different behavior due to presence of nitrogen 

vacancy. Figure 4(d) represent isosurface charge density having depletion Ag dopant and small 

amount of accumulation also observed around VN. This behavior is also confirmed from Figure 

4(e), green line represents integrated planner charge density of LiMgN-Ag-VN. Red line for 

LiMgN-Cu-VN shows comparatively larger amount of depletion around dopant. This behavior is 

also confirmed from Figure 4(f).In Figure 2 DOS calculation also satisfied this behavior of Figure 

4.As a result of this charge redistribution in both cases, dopant and VN support more conduction 

process which is beneficial for development of conductive filaments (conductive route) that is 

required for RS events. By collecting and depleting additional charges, dopant along with VN are 

shown to contribute more effectively to improving conductivity of the doped systems. 
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Fig. 4. Isosurface charge density plots of(a) LiMgN-Ag (c) LiMgN-Cu(d) LiMgN-Ag-VN (f) LiMgN-

Cu-VN. Here purple, orange and green balls respectively represent Li, Mg and N atoms. Yellow and 

cyan colors represent charge accumulation and depletion. Integrated planer charged density plots of 

(b)Ag and Cu doped LiMgN (e) Ag and Cu doped+VNLiMgN. Here green and red lines are 

representing Ag and Cu doped composites. 

 

 

In Figure 5(a) represents isosurface charge density of LiMgN-Mn. Depletion of charge 

around dopant is observed in this case which is also confirmed from integrated planner charge 

density (green line) in Figure 5(b).Whereas, negative values of integrated charge density displayed 

by red line for LiMgN-Zn shows depletion of charge. This is also confirmed from isosurface 

charge density given in Figure 5(c). Magnetically doped LiMgN having VN gives different 

behavior due to presence of nitrogen vacancy. Figure 5(d) represent isosurface charge density 

having depletion around dopant as well as accumulation is observed around VN. This behavior is 

also confirmed from green line representing integrated planner charge density of LiMgN-Mn-VN 

(Figure 5(e)). Here red line shows depletion around dopant in case of LiMgN-Zn-VN. This 

depletion behavior is also confirmed from Figure 5(f). In Figure 2 DOS calculation also satisfied 

this behavior of Figure 5.Localization of conduction filaments(CFs) around dopant may be 

productive in overwhelming the random formation of CFs. Localization of CFs should 

contribution in incapacitating uniformity problems in electronic devices specifically RRAM 

devices [34]. By collecting and depleting additional charges, the nearest neighbor VN and atom of 

the dopant are shown to contribute more effectively to improving conductivity of the doped 

systems. More conduction channels in case of LiMgN-Mn-VN show that this composite might be 

more helpful for making more efficient RRAM. 
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Fig. 5. Isosurface charge density plots of (a) LiMgN-Mn (c) LiMgN-Zn (d) LiMgN-Mn-VN (f) LiMgN-

Zn-VN. Here purple, orange and green balls represent Li, Mg and N atoms. Yellow and cyan colors 

represent charge accumulation and depletion. Integrated planer charged density plots of (b) Mn and 

Zn doped LiMgN (e) Mn and Zn doped+VNLiMgN. Here green and red lines are representing Ag and 

Cu doped composites. 

 

 

5. Optical properties 
With the help of optical properties interaction between incident photon energy and 

material can be observed. So, we examined complex dielectric function together with numerous 

other frequency dependent optical parameters, i.e., reflectivity (R(ω)), absorption coefficient 

(α(ω)), refractive index (n(ω)) and extinction coefficient (k(ω)), optical conductivity (σ(ω)) and 

energy loss function (L(ω)) of the studied composites to calculate its optoelectronic nature for 

countless applications specially in RRAM. Even though the dielectric function is a complex 

function, it is considered a significant parameter in the optical world. Dielectric function comprises 

of two parts [35] expressed as: 

 
ε(ω) = 𝜀1(ω) + i𝜀2(ω)                              (4) 

 

Here, 𝜀1(ω) is real and 𝜀2(ω) is imaginary part of the dielectric function respectively. An 

electronic polarizability can be well clarified with the real part of the dielectric function. However, 

imaginary part of dielectric function calculates electronic absorption of incident light radiations 

over the material’s surface. 

The values calibrated for numerous optical parameters in the energy range 0-15 eV. Form 

Figure 6(a-f), static values of dielectric constant𝜀1(0)for LiMgN, LiMgN-VN, LiMgN-Ag, 

LiMgN-Ag-VN, LiMgN-Cu, LiMgN-Cu-VN, LiMgN-Mn, LiMgN-Mn-VN, LiMgN-Zn and 

LiMgN-Zn-VN at zero frequency calculated as 2.8, 3.3, 10.1, 3.2, 8.5, 5.7, 2.9, 3.4, 2.9 and 5.0 

respectively. 𝜀1(ω) increase from critical value and approaches to maximum value of polarization 

i.e., LiMgN (4.30), LiMgN-VN(4.5), LiMgN-Ag(4.1), LiMgN-Ag-VN(5.0), LiMgN-Cu(3.7), 

LiMgN-Cu-VN(4.0), LiMgN-Mn(4.3), LiMgN-Mn-VN(4.2), LiMgN-Zn(4.2)and LiMgN-Zn-

VN(4.2) at 3.9 eV, 2.2 eV, 3.7 eV, 2.2 eV,3.3 eV, 2.5 eV,2.7 eV,1.6eV,3.7eV and 2.2 eV 

respectively.As the frequencies shift slightly, 𝜀1(ω) decreases abruptly and extend towards its 

negative values i.e., LiMgN (-1.7), LiMgN-VN(-1.6), LiMgN-Ag (-1.4), LiMgN-Ag-VN(-1.6), 

LiMgN-Cu (-1.2), LiMgN-Cu-VN(-1.8), LiMgN-Mn (-1.5), LiMgN-Mn-VN(-1.5), LiMgN-Zn (-
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1.5) and LiMgN-Zn-VN(-1.5) at 5.4 eV, 5.3 eV, 5.5 eV, 5.7 eV,5.2 eV, 5.3 eV,5.3 eV,5.8eV,5.3eV 

and 5.3 eV respectively. This exposes that interaction between free electrons of the materials and 

incident light (i.e., Plasmonic effect) is extreme at frequency that scatters the light falling on 

surface of material [36]. Then variations in the value of 𝜀1(ω) between 2- 6 eV happen due to 

diverse rates of transitions.  

Imaginary part of dielectric function ε2(ω) designates absorption of light in the material. 

From Figure 6(g-l) it is observed that at ω equals to zero, value of imaginary part of dielectric 

function becomes zero. After gaining threshold frequency, the value of ε2(ω) increase drastically 

and gain maximum sharp peak at 4.4 eV, 4.5 eV, 4.7 eV, 4.6 eV, 4.4 eV, 4.5 eV, 4.4 eV, 4.4 eV, 

4.7 eV, 4.5 eV for LiMgN, LiMgN-VN, LiMgN-Ag, LiMgN-Ag-VN, LiMgN-Cu, LiMgN-Cu-VN, 

LiMgN-Mn, LiMgN-Mn-VN, LiMgN-Zn and LiMgN-Zn-VN respectively. This is a strong signal 

of absorption of incident light falling on the material surface wherever dispersion of light is 

nominal. The first microscopic dielectric function primarily defines the behavior of a material's 

linear response to an electromagnetic radiation field applied, revealing the material's absorptive 

nature. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Dielectric function verses energy plots (a-f) real part forLiMg1-xYxN (Y= Ag, Cu, Mn, and Zn)  

and (g-l) imaginary part forLiMg1-xYxN-VN (Y= Ag, Cu, Mn, and Zn). 
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By utilizing the following equations [37, 38] the values of refractive index n(ω)as well as 

extinction coefficient k(ω) have been intended to approximate the material's tendency of 

transparency and absorption of incident photons for supplemental revelation: 

 

n(ω) = 
(𝜀1+(𝜀1

2+𝜀2
2)

1
2)

1
2

√2
                     (5) 

 

k(ω) =
(−𝜀1+(𝜀1

2+𝜀2
2)

1
2)

1
2

√2
                       (6) 

 

The static value of refractive index n(0) calculated from Figure 7(a-f) 

are1.0,1.8,3.2,1.7,2.9,2.0,1.7,1.9,1.7 and 1.8 for LiMgN, LiMgN-VN, LiMgN-Ag, LiMgN-Ag-VN, 

LiMgN-Cu, LiMgN-Cu-VN, LiMgN-Mn, LiMgN-Mn-VN, LiMgN-Zn and LiMgN-Zn-VN 

respectively. The peak values of refractive index for LiMgN (2.2), LiMgN-VN(2.1), LiMgN-Ag 

(2.1), LiMgN-Ag-VN(2.3), LiMgN-Cu (2.2), LiMgN-Cu-VN(2.1), LiMgN-Mn (2.1), LiMgN-Mn-

VN(2.0), LiMgN-Zn (2.2) and LiMgN-Zn-VN(2.1) appeared at 4.2 eV, 2.0 eV, 4.0 eV, 2.4 eV,4.0 

eV, 3.3 eV,4.2 eV,2.6eV,4.0eV and 2.3 eV respectively. Consequently, for all cases, value of 

n(ω)is decreasing steadily with increasing photonic energy ranging between 5.5-9.0 eV. At high 

energy upto 40eV, values of refractive index fluctuate owing to dissimilar rate of inner transition. 

The refractive index of a material is critical in production of photonic devices such as laser, 

quantum computers, optical fibers, photocatalysis, optical wave guides and light functioning 

diodes [39]. 

It is clear from Figure 7(g-l) that highest value of k(ω) for LiMgN (1.7), LiMgN-VN(1.6), 

LiMgN-Ag (1.6), LiMgN-Ag-VN(1.7), LiMgN-Cu (1.3), LiMgN-Cu-VN(1.3), LiMgN-Mn (1.6), 

LiMgN-Mn-VN(1.6), LiMgN-Zn (1.7) and LiMgN-Zn-VN(1.5) at 4.9 eV, 4.8 eV, 5.1 eV, 4.9 

eV,4.4 eV, 5.8 eV,5.0 eV,5.2eV,5.0eV and 5.3 eV respectively. Within ultraviolet region near 

incident photon energy range of 40 eV all composites to be behaved as a good absorber of the 

incident photons because small peak value of extinction appearance at this energy range. 
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Fig. 7.(a-f) Real and (g-l) imaginary part of refractive index verses energy plots forLiMg1-xYxN  

(Y= Ag, Cu, Mn, and Zn) and LiMg1-xYxN-VN (Y= Ag, Cu, Mn, and Zn). 

 

 

The reflectivity can be calculated by expressions [39]: 

 

R (ω) =  
(𝑛−1)2+𝑘2

(𝑛+1)2+𝑘2  (7) 

 

Reflectivity represents the behavior of surfaces of studied compounds shown in Figure 

8(a-f). The static value of reflectivity R(0) for LiMgN (0.06), LiMgN-VN(0.08), LiMgN-Ag(0.08), 

LiMgN-Ag-VN(0.09), LiMgN-Cu(0.06), LiMgN-Cu-VN(0.08), LiMgN-Mn(0.07), LiMgN-Mn-

VN(0.10), LiMgN-Zn(0.07)and LiMgN-Zn-VN(0.10).The momentous reflection  happened in the 

locale of 7.7 eV photonic energy where absorptivity of material found to be low. Beyond this 

region it falls abruptly. Peak in the visible area is caused by electrons inner band transition. 

The relation among α(ω) is given as [36]:  

 

α(ω) = 
2𝑘𝜔

𝑐
    (8) 

 

It is clear from Figure 8(g-l) that value of α(ω) remains zero for the photonic energy equal 

to the semiconductor’s electronic energy band gap. Energy range emerging from origin showing 

zero absorption in the absence of light may be termed as zero photonic energy. Moreover, 

absorption of light in the material increases gradually with increasing the energy of incident 

photons. This increase is found to be of comparatively higher value in case of LiMgN-Mn-VN. 

Absorption peak again appear at the energy of 45 eV for all cases. It is expected that LiMgN-Mn-
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VN composite would possibly well response and provide electromagnetic radiation absorption in 

the ultraviolet (UV) and visible ranges to realize material’s behavior concerning the incident 

radiations. In all cases, it is observed that absorption peaks shift from visible range to UV region. 

Substantial absorption peaks over all doped systems indicate the presence of photo generated 

trapping centers exclusively at dopant defect sites. This guarantees that doped elements are used in 

optoelectronic devices, particularly optical memory systems. This absorbed energy might provide 

the necessary trigger for resistive devices to transition from HRS to LRS. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. (a-f) Reflectivity and (g-l) absorption verses energy plots for LiMg1-xYxN (Y= Ag, Cu, Mn, and 

Zn) and LiMg1-xYxN-VN (Y= Ag, Cu, Mn, and Zn) within the energy range 0-50 eV of incident 

electromagnetic radiations. 

 

 

The optical conductivity can be calculated by expressions [40]: 

 

𝜎(ω) =
𝜔

4𝜋
Im𝜀(𝜔)                                                       (9) 

 

The 𝜎(ω) portrays that how bonds experience breakage as a result of incidence of photons 

with quantized energy on the surface of studied material. It is related with transition of electrons 

from valence to the conduction band as a result of photoelectric effect. 

The optical conductivity defines conduction of light over materials depending upon inter 

and intra band transitions. It also talks about bond breaking when high energy electromagnetic 
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wave falls on materials surface. Optical conductivity behavior of the studied composites is 

displayed in Figure 9 (a-f). It follows almost analogous trend as that of absorptivity as shown in 

Figure 8. It has been observed that conductivity start increasing once photons of threshold 

frequency falls on materials surface. In all cases 𝜎(ω) rise abruptly and reaches to maximum 

values. Improved optical conductivity for all cases precisely is lying in the energy range 8.0-42eV 

approximately for all composite due to different rate of inner transition. High value of optical 

conductivity for LiMgN-Mn-VN exposes that this composite is good optical conductor in higher 

energy range directly above the threshold frequency. Relative results display distinctive 

conductivity in case of LiMgN-Mn-VN thus, it is considered appropriate material for potential 

tenders in photovoltaic’s and additional optoelectronic devices. 
The loss function calculation is used to approximate loss of photonic energy as a 

consequence of high-speed electronic transition [37] and is associated to the dielectric function as 

[41]:  

 

L (ω) = 
𝜀2(𝜔)

𝜀1
2(𝜔)+𝜀2(𝜔)

2                                      (10) 

 

The photoelectrons-transient electrons interaction reasons the loss of energy termed 

Plasmonic losses. 

The photoelectrons-transient electrons interaction reasons the loss of energy termed as 

plasmonic losses. The energy loss radically increases beyond the energy of 6-9eV for all cases. 

Plasmon peaks (max energy loss for all composite exposed in Figure 9 (g-l), lie in the high energy 

region. Because the frequency of the incoming photons is greater than the plasma frequency, the 

material becomes transparent beyond this energy range. Highest transition of electrons is observed 

for LiMgN-Mn-VN. The graph also shows that when considerable absorption of incoming photons 

in the material surface has been detected, energy loss is low. 
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Fig. 9. (a-f) Conductivity and (g-l) loss function verses energy Plots for LiMg1-xYxN (Y= Ag, Cu, Mn, 

and Zn) and LiMg1-xYxN-VN (X= Ag, Cu, Mn, and Zn) within the energy range 0-50 eV of incident 

electromagnetic radiations. 

 

 
6. Conclusion  
 

The formation energy, electronic and optical characteristics of LiMg1-xYxN (Y = Ag, Cu, 

Mn, Zn) has been calculated using DFT approach for application of RRAM devices. The DOS 

plots revealed increased conductivity of the doped systems. By receiving and releasing electrons, 

the VN near dopant played a key part in enhancing conductivity for LiMgN-Mn-VN.CFs formed 

around dopants can inhibit the random production of CFs in electrode materials. The estimated 

electronics characteristics, isosurface charge density, and integrated charge density reveal that 

LiMgN-Mn-VN is more stable and conductive than other doped systems in terms of stability and 

conductivity. The development of conductive filaments (conductive route) might play significant 

role in fulfilling the RS events as a result of this charge redistribution. The optical characteristics 

of the doped systems revealed that conductivity maxima have been localized within visible and 

low-energy ultraviolet incident radiations. LiMgN-Mn-VN was shown to be the best composite for 

RRAM applications and in optoelectronic applications. 
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